Unilateral mandibular asymmetry has numerous etiologies: congenital, traumatic, iatrogenic, and postoncologic. In the patient who does not have an occlusal cant or is not a candidate for orthognathic surgery, alloplastic mandibular implants have been successfully placed to improve the presenting asymmetry. However, despite achieving skeletal symmetry, overlying hypoplastic soft tissue being acutely stretched to accommodate the enlarged dimensions of the implant. Although skeletal symmetry is present, the tighter soft tissue envelope frequently gives the face a hard, more angular appearance. Although typically a more angular appearance is desired, it is the resulting asymmetry to the normal side that compromises the ultimate result.

Recently, we have employed a technique of composite mandibular reconstruction that combines the placement of alloplastic implants with autogenous fat grafting to achieve improved mandibular symmetry in these patients. Utilizing this method, we intentionally undercorrect the skeletal asymmetry and ultimately achieve mandibular contour with grafted autogenous fat. The initial fat injection is performed at the insertion of the implant and subsequent fat injections are performed postoperatively until the desired contour is achieved. The combination of deliberately-undersized implants in conjunction with fat grafting provides the surgeon with a tool for achieving precise symmetry of the final contour of the face.

Prior to surgery, each of our patients undergoes a complete facial examination, during which dentofacial deformity is ruled out. Preoperative radiographs and a physical examination are completed to determine the size and type of implant to be utilized. A polyethylene (Medpore; Porex Surgical Products Group, Newnan, Georgia) implant is then ordered for each patient. The implant that is chosen to correct the bony deficiency is intentionally smaller than that necessary to achieve skeletal symmetry. Either a smaller-sized implant is ordered or a normal-sized implant is selected, with the plan of reducing its size intraoperatively. The implant is then contoured as necessary and affixed through screw fixation.
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Autogenous fat is harvested using Coleman cannulae and 10-mL syringes. The fat is prepared utilizing the Coleman method, processed by gentle sweep over a Telfa sponge, and injected with 1-mL syringes and Coleman cannulae in the soft tissue overlying the implant. The fat is injected in multiple planes overlying the implant and surrounding tissue until adequate soft tissue size and contour is achieved. Each patient then undergoes a series of subsequent fat injections as necessary, performed at least three months apart. These fat injections are performed in the office under local anesthesia. The initial volume of fat injected is variable among patients. The goal is to overcorrect the asymmetry, realizing that there will be some loss of adipocyte viability with time. Typically, between 5 mL and 20 mL is adequate for the initial injection. Subsequent injection volume is also variable and depends on the amount of adipocyte survival. Large volumes (30 mL or more) of fat can be easily harvested in the office, although typically only 5 mL to 10 mL is needed for intraoffice injections. Results are evaluated through pre- and postoperative photographs, to compare symmetry before and after the procedure.

**CASE PRESENTATION**

A 25-year-old woman presented to our office with Goldenhar syndrome; she was seeking an improvement in her facial symmetry. Her deformity was considered a mild expression of hemifacial microsomia and an operative plan was constructed in which she would be treated with the composite technique described above. The patient had a polyethylene implant that had been modified for contour placed at the posterior left mandibular angle, followed by fat injections. She underwent subsequent fat injection in the office at three and nine months postoperatively.

After undergoing the combination of alloplastic implant and fat grafting, the patient achieved improved symmetry and increased satisfaction with her appearance. The patient’s results at 17 months can be seen in Figure 1; the improved size and contour on the left side of her face is easily appreciable postoperatively. The results, which are softer and more naturally contoured, can be contrasted with the hard, angular appearance of standard alloplast-only reconstruction. The contours of her reconstructed side closely match the normal side because fat grafts were injected to fine-tune and “feather” the ultimate result.

The patient experienced no associated major complications, either from the fat harvest site or the reconstructed site. She did note rupture of some of her intraoral stitches, for which she was started on an extended course of Peridex (3M ESPE Dental Products, St. Paul, Minnesota) and antibiotics. The complication resolved well and the patient had no further complications.

**DISCUSSION**

Fat grafting has been recognized as an adjunct to reconstructive and aesthetic procedures for more than 100 years, since Neuber first described it in 1893. In a national consensus survey, more than 50% of plastic surgeons perform some type of fat grafting and believe that there is clinically-evident graft survival and patient satisfaction. Although controversy does exist, it is regarded as a safe and reproducible way of augmenting the soft tissue. The preponderance of literature regarding fat grafting centers on the breast and facial rejuvenation, but there have been reports of its application in patients with congenital facial dimorphisms such as cleft lip, hemifacial atrophy, and hemifacial microsomia.

The authors believe that autogenous fat—in conjunction with an implant that is slightly smaller than necessary to achieve skeletal symmetry—can produce a more natural result for the correction of mandibular asymmetry. This is particularly useful in patients with mild forms of hemifacial microsomia.
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microsomia. Fat grafting allows the surgeon the opportunity to sequentially fine-tune and finesse the final contours and volume of the soft tissue envelope, resulting in improved facial symmetry.

Certainly, the surgeon and patient must be cognizant of the need for further fat grafting for both volume replacement and contour irregularities. Adipocyte viability and survivability following harvest has been reported to be from 10% to 90% and the time interval for this resorption is variable, resulting in the potential for temporary aesthetic results requiring further grafting to replace lost tissue. The patient presented in this report did require subsequent fat injections, up to one-and-a-half years postoperatively. As research improves with regard to the survivability of autogenous fat grafting, its application as a permanent filler will aid in this type of composite reconstruction for mandibular asymmetry.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Composite reconstruction with alloplastic implants and autologous fat provides the surgeon with an additional tool to improve aesthetic outcomes for patients with mandibular asymmetry. Compared with the placement alloplasts alone, the addition of overlying autologous fat provides an adjunct that can produce a more symmetric and natural-appearing face. The patient should be informed that subsequent fat injections will likely be needed; however, this presents the surgeon with an opportunity to fine-tune any remaining asymmetries. Alloplastic implants and autologous fat have proven to be safe modalities for facial augmentation and this type of composite reconstruction offers another, more customizable option for patients and surgeons alike.
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